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NFL Draft 2020 Scouting Report: WR CeeDee Lamb, 

Oklahoma 

*WR grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, Wonderlic test 

results leaked, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*WR-B stands for "Big-WR," a classification we use to separate the more physical, downfield/over-the-

top, heavy-red-zone-threat-type WRs. Our WR-S/"Small-WRs" are profiled by our computer more as slot 

and/or possession-type WRs who are typically less physical and rely more on speed/agility to operate 

underneath the defense and/or use big speed to get open deep...they are not used as weapons in the red 

zone as much.  

  

I really cannot buy that CeeDee Lamb is the best WR prospect in the 2020 class. I won’t say it’s not 

possible…I just cannot embrace it after previewing his work summer of 2019, pre-Combine 2020, doing 

a deeper tape study for this report, reviewing his statistical performance numbers in our system, and 

looking at his NFL Combine results (and we’ll get into the why in a moment). I don’t know how every 

man, woman, and child in the football scouting and analysis has embraced Lamb as the unquestioned #1 

WR prospect so wholeheartedly – but they have.  

The power of ‘THEY’ (all the football people getting behind something without dissent) does not scare 

me. It used to when I first started working in football scouting, but the longer I do this – the more I 

realize when THEY all endorse something in lockstep, and I don’t see it…I’m usually the one who’s more 

right.  

Hell…I could not know anything about football, and just look at the data of the past few NFL Drafts in the 

‘advanced passing game era’ and just bet against the top pick/ranked wide receiver and instead take 

‘the field’ (any WR not their top ranked/picked) and in the end – the top ranked/top taken WR prospect 

would NOT have turned out to be the best WR prospect from that draft…someone else would, usually a 

WR in the 2nd-5th rounds ends up the best, in hindsight.  

2019 = Was Marquise Brown really the top WR prospect in that amazing class? He’s good but I’m not 

sure he’s even in the top 3 if we re-drafted it today. THEY started with D.K. Metcalf and A.J. Brown as 

THEIR top guys, then THEY abandoned them as both fell to the middle+ 2nd-round of the 2019 NFL 

Draft. Arguably, if we redrafted the 2019 WR class…Deebo Samuel, A.J. Brown, Diontae Johnson, Terry 

McLaurin, and/or D.K. Metcalf might go ahead of Marquise. That doesn’t mean their top guy 

Marquise…or A.J. or D.K. aren’t ‘good’ – it’s just they were/are not a universal, slam dunk, so far ahead 

of the others proposition today compared to the certainty pre-Draft.  

2018 = Calvin Ridley was the universal, unquestioned #1 WR prospect all draft season…until D.J. Moore 

was taken two picks in front of him as the first WR off the board. Ridley and Moore are fine wide 
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receivers. I’m not arguing that they are bad…just pointing out they were the top taken and top lauded 

by the football intelligentsia in 2018, and then I think you’d rather have my #1 pre-Draft ranked WR for 

that class, Courtland Sutton, over those two. And my other top guy -- D.J. Chark (the #8 WR taken that 

year) would be taken over Ridley-Moore today. I’d rather have the #9 WR taken 2018, Michael Gallup, 

over them as well.  

2017 = How about this football WR scouting gem of a year? Corey Davis as the #5 pick overall. Mike 

Williams #7 overall. John Ross #9 overall. The best WR from this class…either the 12th WR taken Kenny 

Golladay or the 11th WR taken, Chris Godwin. Cooper Kupp (7th taken) and JuJu Smith-Schuster (6th 

taken) wouldn’t be bad grabs either…better than the three WRs taken in the top 10 overall of the draft. 

What an immense waste of draft picks – all done with the seal clapping/barking approval of the football 

experts. 

2016 = It gets worse… 

The four 1st-round WRs taken in order: Corey Coleman (and I was right there cheering this one on), Will 

Fuller, Josh Doctson, Laquon Treadwell. The experts spent all of pre-Combine telling you Laquon was 

the unquestioned, next great WR prospect. I was telling you he sucked…and I was right, but I was 

pushing Corey Coleman -- so, I’m capable of being an idiot too.  

The best WR in 2016…the 6th WR off the board Michael Thomas or 7th Tyler Boyd or the 18th WR 

taken, Tyreek Hill. 

I could keep going, but you get the point -- the last four years of NFL Drafts and pre-Draft rankings have 

all had the wrong ‘top guy’. So, when I question CeeDee Lamb as the best WR prospect for 2020, in the 

face of all the experts all in lockstep with each other on it – I’m not just trying to be contrarian or 

bombastic. I’m as likely to be right, that Lamb is not the best, just by pure luck because statistically 

speaking – the experts are always wrong on their top WR prospect pre-Draft.  

Alright, let’s hone in here… 

How is CeeDee Lamb considered the best WR prospect in this loaded draft class? The experts say his 

after the catch ability and his reliability, and they have some cool plays on tape to show you a thousand 

times over to prove their point. I could create a 30 second video package and claim great ‘reliability’ and 

‘hands’ on a dozen top WR prospects in 2020. Ever watch Michael Pittman work? How about Tyler 

Johnson? Jalen Reagor? There are all kinds of great technician WR prospects in this draft…why would 

Lamb be seen clearly ahead EVERYONE. In ice cream terms, it’s like there are 31 flavors but all the NFL 

people only order and all agree that Strawberry is the best ice cream flavor and no one dissents. How is 

it possible with all the great options available that 100% of them agree upon one specific ice cream as 

the best? Americans cannot agree in unison on anything…except football experts all always like the 

same one prospect at the top of wide receiver rankings pre-Draft.  

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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We see it every year – the mainstream TV analysts all latch onto a guy and then spend January-February-

March trying to prove it to you by showing you their three best plays over and over and over and 

gushing over it -- and all agreeing with each other for safety in numbers. They will carry this torch right 

into April unless the Combine/Pro Day numbers wreck their house of cards (like Laquon Treadwell, for 

example). And this year, THEIR guy is CeeDee Lamb.  

The expert’s pre-Draft inclinations on their top WR prospect the last four years has been – D.K. Metcalf 

to start then switched to top pick Marquise Brown (2019), Calvin Ridley (2018), Mike Williams (2017), 

Laquon Treadwell (2016). They all share the following characteristics… 

 -- Physically big SEC WRs and/or… 

 -- Guys who played in the CFB playoffs and/or… 

 -- Guys who were on Alabama or faced Alabama their final season and/or faced them in the CFB 

playoffs (so the experts at least watched their games to get all excited).  

CeeDee Lamb checks the ‘made the CFB playoffs’ box…twice and faced Alabama in the CFB 

playoffs…once.  

Other top WR prospects in 2020 that click these boxes – Jeudy, Ruggs, Higgins, J. Jefferson…and post-

Combine, along with Lamb, these will be the top 5 ranked WR prospects for most analysts. Chase 

Claypool and Jalen Reagor and Brandon Aiyuk and Denzel Mims and Tyler Johnson and Michael 

Pittman (to name a few) will be hard-pressed to crack that top five. Why? They are not big SEC WRs or 

play for Alabama or faced Alabama last year or played in the CFB playoffs in their careers.  

OK, all that is great. I’ve just convinced you to open your mind that CeeDee Lamb might NOT be the top 

prospect. I’ve probably more convinced you that the experts are pretty flawed and now you’re 

questioning why you ever listen to them…you’re welcome/welcome to my world. But the question at 

hand is – is CeeDee Lamb any good or not? 

He is good. I just don’t see the ‘great’. Here’s my case/my questions from watching his tape and looking 

at his data… 

 -- Am I getting an elite athlete here? No. A generic/fine 4.50 40-time. A 198-pound body (15+ pounds 

lighter than DeAndre Hopkins coming out), an average/below average 34.5” vertical and 10’4” broad 

jump.  

I’m not saying you have to an Olympian athlete/sprinter to be a great NFL wide receiver…I’m just saying 

you’re getting no trace of a high-end athlete here as part of the package you’re spending up for. If you 

have ‘reliable’/’savvy’ + ‘OK athlete’ – is that really THE BEST ‘thing’ in this class?   

 -- Am I getting a breakaway speed, deep threat? No. 

 -- Am I getting a super-tall, big reach, big catch radius, big vertical, high point master? No. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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 -- Am I getting a bubble screen and ‘he’s gone’ speedster weapon? No.  

 -- Am I getting some great punt return skills? No.  

 -- Am I getting a physical monster taking slants over the middle like Deebo or A.J. Brown? No. (Bench 

press of 11 reps with a tall, thinner frame…and did not work the middle into traffic much at all against 

better opponents). 

 -- Am I getting a humble grinder of a player? No, I don’t think so. I feel like I am getting someone who 

has been told continuously how great he is, and I see him pout sometimes when he doesn’t get the ball 

when open or a ball is misthrown his way. 

 

I watched Lamb on tape, focusing mostly on his 2018 Alabama game, and his 2019 LSU, TCU, and Baylor 

games. I didn’t see defenses change their coverage to overcompensate for Lamb. Why? Because he’s 

not a speed threat, or an over-the-middle assassin. Mostly what I saw in his toughest games – back 

shoulder timing catches and catches on up-for-grabs throws where he’s one-on-one covered by a DB. 

Rarely did I see Lamb just flat out beat corners down the field…I’m talking the good corners/defenses, 

not the Kansas or Texas Tech or South Dakota ones. I didn’t see ‘domination’ on tape…just a good 

receiver in a good passing game making good plays when thrown the ball. Hell, TCU didn’t have their top 

DB (Gladley) on him much at all in their 2019 game – and Lamb had just two catches for 16 yards against 

them…scoring a TD on a timing pass against a freshman corner.  

What positives do I have about Lamb against better opponents? Well…he’s reliable and he’s confident, 

and he can get open with quick feet off the snap (not the quickest, but pretty good). Lamb is not going 

to let you down. If he plays with a solid quarterback, Lamb will get open and make catches. Will he 

change the game with breakaway speed or steamrolling defenders after the catch? No. Will he run solid 

routes and get to where he is supposed to be and catch incoming passes? Yes.  

What is that worth in the NFL Draft…an NFL Draft LOADED with WR talents with all kinds of unique gifts? 

It should be a watered-down value…but somehow, it’s valued as THE BEST right now. I just don’t see 

CeeDee Lamb as ‘elite’…just good or really good. When you see our comps in a moment and you see a 

comparison to a Calvin Ridley – would you say Calvin Ridley is a 1st-round talent? Ridley was not the 

top WR talent in his own weaker 2018 draft…and you could name at least five WRs better in the 2019 

draft. Ridley, if he were in this 2020 group might be a nice top 7-10 WR prospect…maybe #3 or #6 or 

#10, but not a 1st-round prospect. There are too many great WR prospects hitting for any of them to be 

1st-rounders anymore, in an economic sense.  

An NFL team is going to get a solid, good wide receiver here with Lamb and the fans will love it (because 

the ESPNs of the world are pushing it like an ad campaign that he’s the greatest) – but it’s going to be a 

huge price to pay for something that you could find in the 2nd-4th-rounds of this draft at wide receiver. 

So why pay it? Football analyst hype is why.  

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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CeeDee Lamb, Through the Lens of Our WR Scouting Algorithm: 
 

I am looking at the top ranked cornerbacks for 2020. In the consensus top 10, there is only ONE Big 12 

conference CB prospect – Jeff Gladney, TCU…and Lamb didn’t really face him in their 2019 game. 

Among the top 20 ranked CB prospects…there are TWO Big 12 corners – Gladney and A.J. Green/Okl. 

State. CeeDee Lamb, and his QBs, have the fortune of playing in a weak major conference when it comes 

to pass defenses.  

Referencing back to the top corners for the 2020 NFL Draft from the Big 12 -- against Oklahoma State, 

Lamb caught 4 passes for 36 yards and 0 TDs. Against TCU, Lamb caught 2 passes for 16 yards and a 1 

TD. Lamb also faced LSU, with a current top 5 corner prospect and a future top 5 corner prospect…and 

Lamb had 4 catches for 119 yards and no TDs…and was mostly a nonfactor aside from one good up-for-

grabs 50-yard catch early.  

Against LSU, TCU, Oklahoma State in 2019, Lamb averaged: 3.3 catches, 57.0 yards and 0.33 TDs per 

catch.  

Watching Lamb against Baylor, the top Big 12 defense he faced – 8 catches for 173 yards and no TDs. A 

nice game, but I would note two things to consider…(1) Nice numbers in the game, but was not a major 

impact player, per se. He was not dominating; he was just there and good/solid. (2) Baylor got physical 

with him, he didn’t like it, and Baylor did not switch their best corner onto him or double him a lot…they 

played him straight up wherever he lined up, for the most part.  

Lamb has shown up in the big TV games…the Big 12 playoffs and CFB playoffs – four end of season 

showcase games the past two seasons, and he’s averaged 6.5 catches, 142.0 yards, 0.50 TDs per 

game…100+ yards in each game. I think a lot of Lamb’s hype comes from playing/producing numbers big 

on big TV games, which is a good thing…but having good TV games sticks with TV analysts who operate 

off the emotions of watching those games. They feel comfortable with the guy in the big game they 

watched. If this ‘visibility’ in end of season games is Lamb’s best case/attribute – then wouldn’t Justin 

Jefferson be as good/a better prospect? He played huge in huge games in 2019 and played in a much 

tougher conference and played much tougher teams down the stretch to produce great numbers – and 

is about the same exact measured size overall as Lamb but Jefferson ran faster and had better 

vertical/broad jump numbers.  

All the pros and cons case that can be made for Lamb, can be made for Jefferson, I suspect (I haven’t 

fully thought through this or started the Jefferson deep study as of this writing) – benefitted from a 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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great offense, played well in high profile games, made all the nifty catches, BUT Jefferson did it/played 

and succeeded against much better defenses/corners and put up bigger numbers (statistically) and 

better numbers at the Combine than Lamb. Why aren’t THEY universally behind Jefferson over Lamb…or 

right there with him? It’s because Lamb was pre-loved the prior season and that just carried over to this 

season. Jefferson, like Joe Burrow, came out of nowhere – this wasn’t supposed to happen. But as I look 

at this case more – why isn’t Jefferson considered an equal or better prospect than Lamb by the analysts 

using their logic/emotions? 

Don’t give me ‘Joe Burrow’ as the knock for Jefferson…you can, but then you also have to say ‘Kyler 

Murray’ for Lamb’s 2018…or just ‘Oklahoma’/’Lincoln Riley’.  

Another minor nuisance on Lamb – 54 career punt returns, and no real ‘wow’ on those, which makes me 

worried that he doesn’t have that ‘it’ factor for the next level. You don’t have to be an ace punt returner 

to be a great NFL WR, but he got 54 career returns and never took one to the house…for a guy like him 

you’d figure he’s hit a home run on one or more of 54 punt return chances.  

Nine rushing attempts for Lamb in his career…for 20 yards…2.2 yards per carry and a TD. No real wow 

factor on his jet sweeps, etc.  

The profile for Lamb is – not explosive, nor physical/athletic…but really sound.  

 

 

 

The Historical WR Prospects to Whom CeeDee Lamb Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

If I say CeeDee Lamb is the next Calvin Ridley or Tyler Boyd, you’d probably reject it…or the mainstream 

analysts would for sure...but those are solid NFL WRs. They just aren’t top 15 overall draft picks when 

the entire WR class is loaded with options type players.  

I’d also argue that Tyler Boyd was more impressive a college player but played off-the-grid, so he wasn’t 

as hyped. Stefon Diggs was hard to figure out because he played in such a garbage offense (Lamb did 

not have the same issue) and thus fell to the 5th-round of his draft but is arguably the best NFL WR on 

this comp list.  

If Lamb is the next Ridley or Boyd or Diggs – it is a ‘win’/good pick, or at least not a ‘bust’…but it’s also 

not something you have to draft in the top 15 or 30 or even 50 of this 2020 draft.  
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WR 
Score 

Draft 
Yr 

Last First College H H W Power 
Strngth 
Metric 

Speed 
Agility 
Metric 

Hands 
Metric 

7.636 2020 Lamb CeeDee Oklahoma 6 1.5 198 5.82 7.85 10.62 

6.991 2018 Ridley Calvin Alabama 6 0.4 189 5.51 8.98 8.16 

7.590 2016 Boyd Tyler Pitt 6 1.4 197 6.19 5.85 10.45 

5.499 2015 Diggs Stefon Maryland 6 0.0 195 7.50 7.12 8.88 

5.327 2019 Montgomery D.J. Austin Peay 6 1.4 201 5.24 7.26 7.82 

4.028 2011 Morgan Joseph Walsh 6 0.5 189 3.93 8.74 8.03 

7.854 2019 Morgan Stanley Nebraska 6 0.0 202 9.26 8.45 9.61 

 

*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a Small-WR prospect more seriously. A score of 8.50+ is where 

we see a stronger correlation of a Small-WR going on to become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ 

is more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL Small-

WR. 

All of the WR ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall WR score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced. Mixed with all the physical measurement metrics, rated historically in our 

database. 

“Power-Strength” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical-size profiling, bench press 

strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

“Speed-Agility” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, physical size, mixed with 

some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here project to have a better YAC and show 

characteristics to be used as deep threats/create separation. 

“Hands” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in college, considering 

the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data considers some physical profiling for hand size, 

etc. High scorers here have a better track record of college statistical performance, and overall this 

projects the combination of performance and physical data for the next level. 

 

 

2020 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Nothing is going to change the analysts’ take on CeeDee Lamb as the best WR prospect in this 

draft…except for maybe Henry Ruggs running a 4.28 40-time, but that’s a whole other ridiculousness to 

get into in the Ruggs report. Lamb is going top 15 in the draft, and he shouldn’t, but he will…there are 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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too many other good WR prospects and too many other great non-WR prospects to waste a top 15+ pick 

here…but some team is going to do it. They won’t get a bust, but in 2-3 years we’ll potentially yawn 

about Lamb the same way we do about Calvin Ridley today…we respect them but are not ‘wowed’ by 

them. 

 

 

NFL Outlook:    

I know this – Lamb will be drafted to be used. He’s going to get a major shot right out of the gates…like 

Ridley, or Corey Davis or Kevin White, etc., and Lamb is a solid enough receiver that he will make hay 

with his opportunity.  

If Lamb lands in the right spot…he’ll be a team’s clear #1 WR, get a ton of targets, and do well/put up 

numbers. If Lamb lands on a good offense/with a good QB and has a #1 WR already in place – he can 

prosper as a #2 WR for his team, like Ridley. If Lamb lands poorly, lands with a team who has a weak 

QB/offense and one that plays outdoors…we’ll forget Lamb pretty quickly – he’ll be good/fine, but we’ll 

be onto the next, more exciting thing. Sterling Shepard was a well-regarded Oklahoma WR in 2016 draft 

as well – does anyone care now with him playing for the Giants (as an example)? 

Lamb is going to be solid/OK/good but he’s not Julio Jones, Tyreek Hill, Mike Evans, Antonio Brown, 

Odell Beckham, Courtland Sutton, Kenny Golladay, Adam Thielen type of ‘wow’, game-changer #1 WR. 

I don’t think he has the DeAndre Hopkins hands/size combo ability to be great all-over either. Hopkins-

Adams-MK. Thomas – all comps for Lamb’s style but they are were all 15-pounds thicker/bigger at about 

the same height as Lamb.  

I think Lamb is more in the Boyd-Ridley-Diggs ‘nice #2’ land of NFL WRs in the future. There’s nothing 

wrong with that…except when an NFL team pays too much for it, it is.  
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